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The first page of the book has a storm above the oak savannah north of Minneapolis.  

Fact: The oak savanna is a transitional ecosystem, between prairie and woods. Only 

about 1% of savannas that existed 200 years ago remain today.  

Nelson, P., Paul NelsonPaul Nelson is an amateur historian and the author of Fredrick L. McGhee, Orenstein, W., & Writer, S. (2017, 
September 25). A disappearing ecosystem: Minnesota's Oak Savannas. MinnPost. Retrieved May 23, 2022, from https://
www.minnpost.com/mnopedia/2017/09/disappearing-ecosystem-minnesota-s-oak-savannas/ 

At the beginning of the book, we meet the cast of characters including the names of 

several states. Discuss what you notice about character descriptions before reading. 

Which do you think will be important in the story, and why? What is interesting, 

funny, or clever about some of the descriptions? Several characters are related, how 

might this be woven through the story line? One character is three years old, some 

are A.I., and there is a hinny. How does a wide spectrum of individuals help this story 

plot? As you read, see if your impressions were correct.  

Before Reading 



 

The Hurricane Code by James Aura 

Questions by the Author, used with his permission, and elaborated upon in the following pages.  
1. What is cyclogenesis and when does it occur? 
2. What is a hinny and how is it different from a mule? 
3. What are some of the scientific and technical advances suggested in the story? 
4. In 2099 the CO2 content at Mauna Loa Observatory is 700 ppm. 
5. What is the current CO2 level measured at Mauna Loa? 
6. How much of a increase in CO2 over last year? 
7. In the book the ocean surface temperature is said to be 98 degrees. How does that 
compare to summer temperatures in the Gulf of Mexico now?  
8. How would changing weather enable pythons to migrate from Florida to Kansas? 
9. What genetic tool was discovered that might one day enable extensive changes to a person's natural appearance? Do you 
think this would be a good thing?  
10. The character Roxanne writes code for Quantum computers. Do they exist now or do you think they are yet to be invented?  
11. Look up Gabe's road trip locations in Google Maps: Seymour, Missouri, Coon Rapids, Minnesota, St Cloud, Minnesota, Fargo, 
ND, Winnipeg, Manitoba, and Regina, Saskatchewan.  
12. Look up Marie's road trip in Google Maps: Seymour, Missouri, Kansas City, Missouri, Wichita, KS. 
 

What is the most important message in this text? 

Notes from Carolyn 

In 2099, Earth and the people are experiencing the effects of the climate crisis. Technology helps the characters. So many 
aspects of life, weather, business, and travel are considered. This book kept me interested all the way through, being an 
excellent read about an entirely plausible future. Have Google nearby to look up information. 

 
I read this book not expecting so much of the setting to be near where I live in Minnesota. You can't judge a book by its cover. I 
sent it to a friend from Saskatchwean. Books with the two areas are few and far between. It was a fun discovery, although the 
topic was serious. 

 
I was born when C02 was 311.8 (I think, that is close anyway). The fact C02 is 700 in the year 2099 when the book takes place is 
sobering. Aura predicts through storytelling about how humans might survive harsh climate change. My own daughter is hoping 
the insects that could travel north might not do that during her lifetime. We do know insect, bird, and animal habitats are 
currently changing. 

 
The characters have determination and are clever about how they survive. I think book clubs and climate change groups would 
find much to discuss and share while reading this book. 

 
Thank you for reading, 

Carolyn Wilhelm 
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Hurricane Formation 
   

Author James Aura has kindly written some questions for 

his book for discussion purposes, which he allowed me 

to elaborate upon in this guide. One question he asks is, 

What is a hinny and how is it different from a mule? Why 

might this information be helpful for understanding the 

text? 

Many people do not know the answer, and might have to 

look it up on Wikipedia or elsewhere.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hinny 

Aura also asks, What is cyclogenesis and when does it occur? 

This is a meteorological term explained by Encyclopedia Britannica. Why might it be important 

to understand while reading the book?  

You probably have heard of the eye of a hurricane even if you live in a land-locked area. Here 

are two more terms to know, the eyewall and rainbands. The image helps explain. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hinny
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hinny
https://www.britannica.com/science/cyclogenesis


Aura asks, “What are some of the scientific and technical advances 

suggested in the story?” 

What did you notice just from the list of characters in the very 

beginning? What do you think of the advances as described in the 

book? How does A.I. add an element of suspense and perhaps terror 

to what the characters are experiencing?  

In 2099 the CO2 content at Mauna Loa Observatory is 700 ppm. 

Do you think this could ever be possible? Why or why not? 

According to Nasa   

Mercury has 42% Oxygen (but would be too hot for life). Venus has 

96% Carbon Dioxide, and Mars has 95%. Saturn, Jupiter, Uranus, 

Neptune, and the sun have mostly hydrogen in their atmospheres. 

Pluto, Titan, and Earth have mostly nitrogen. Earth has only 21 % 

Oxygen. The moon has mostly Argon. Do you think most people 

know this is true? 

How much of a increase in CO2 over last year have we had?  

Aura suggests this site, with readings and measurements from 
Cape Grim, Tasmania including CO2, Methane, and Nitrous Oxide 
measurements. 

In the book the ocean surface temperature is said to be 98 degrees. How does that compare to 
summer temperatures in the Gulf of Mexico now? The temperature in the gulf is at least 79 
degrees F, and at the most 86 degrees. Probably most people aren’t thinking about ocean 
surface temperatures. Why should we care?  
 
https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-sea-surface-temperature 
 

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/YOSS_Act_4.pdf
https://capegrim.csiro.au/
https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-sea-surface-temperature
https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-sea-surface-temperature


Aura wants us to consider the next question: How would changing weather enable pythons to 
migrate from Florida to Kansas?  I would add insects and other creatures, as well. How is this type 
of thing already happening? Temperatures are rising, but the invasive pythons are adapting now 
and are able to adjust to cold snaps of 32 degrees. Their skin can stretch so they can eat large 
prey.  

What else is moves north in the book, besides people and pythons?  
 

What genetic tool was discovered that might one day enable extensive changes to a person's 

natural appearance? When was this done to people in the story? Do you think this would be a 

good thing or not? Could intelligence be affected? Why might that be good or not?  

The character Roxanne writes code for Quantum computers. Do they exist now or do you think 

they are yet to be invented?  Why did Roxanne’s personal A.I. sent her a private message 

through the contact lens in her right eye?  Would you like contact lenses like that? What was 

the purpose of that type of communication? 

https://cbs12.com/news/local/invasive-pythons-starting-to-migrate-north
https://cbs12.com/news/local/invasive-pythons-starting-to-migrate-north


Look up Gabe's road trip locations in Google Maps: Seymour, Missouri, Coon Rapids, Minnesota, 

St Cloud, Minnesota, Fargo, ND, Winnipeg, Manitoba, and Regina, Saskatchewan. Do you know 

much about the areas? Then look up Marie's road trip in Google Maps: Seymour, Missouri, 

Kansas City, Missouri, Wichita, Kansas. Where did she eventually stop? Contrast and compare 

the trips.  

Why couldn’t Marie’s friends find her? They suggested she get a what? Do you think this might 

be a possible solution for crimes that could happen now or soon? 

 

 

 

 

 

What was interesting about the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale in 2099? Check the current 

Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale. How do the two scales differ?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

What had nations not done by 2035? Do you think this could really happen? Explain your 

thinking. What does the U.N. currently say about this topic?  

 

What is the most important 
message in this text? 

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutsshws.php
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutsshws.php
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/un-says-world-likely-miss-climate-targets-despite-covid-pause-emissions-2021-09-16/


The Hurricane Code

Created using Crossword Machine at www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Technology-Integration-Depot

ACROSS

     1. facts only news

     4. computer scientists

     6. a huge Percheron gelding

     9. wars and fighting over this

     10. levees to help protect areas against this 

     12. oversized resulting from genetic warfare gone awry

     14. climate refugee and friend of Gabe

     19. low pressure system caused 10 foot waves

     20. Issac, a young Mennonite Farmer in Kansas

     21. a teenage gang in Fargo, Dakota, Blood ______

     22. goat-herding dog

     24. composed of former states

     25. Gabe's parents, farmers, climate refugees

DOWN

     2. common form of black mold

     3. known as the Handsome Devil

     4. Kansas Plainsman

     5. Branson Entity 91560

     7. a moving and storage robot programed to kill

     8. computer programmer

     11. resident of the Bergen Retirement Center

     13. known as Prince Charming

     15. a time of great trouble or suffering

     16. vegetable ventor north of the Canadian Border

     17. an eight year old hinny

     18. out of water for decades

     23. climate refugee and menial
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